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THE POWER OF IMPRECATION IN PRAYER
Dear Christian Leadership Friends of COR,
The Lord has laid upon my heart a burden to call at least one church in every state of the United States to form an “Imprecatory Prayer Team” in their church!
The task of these prayer teams would be to pray together monthly to “the Judge of all the earth” and ask our God, Who
HATES evil and injustice, to bring His righteous judgments down upon the heads of specific evil, unjust, God-hating, and
lawless people who we specifically name. I say to bring down upon them His righteous JUDGMENTS for their Anti-Biblical
actions, laws, plans and crimes against God’s people and, indeed, against any law-abiding American citizens. We would
be asking God not to wait until Judgment Day to judge all these people’s sins and crimes, but to act soon in these particular cases.
Our major plea for God’s Justice to quickly impact these evil people would usually involve these prayer groups asking God
to quickly remove them from their positions of power and influence in America any way He chooses. In several cases,
for example, such evildoers have been exposed for scandals in their lives which resulted in their swift removal from office.
If a local church in any state wishes to participate, we recommend that such prayer groups be formed with these Standards and Procedures.
A. Each “Imprecatory Prayer Team” (IPT), along with its purposes and procedures, must be approved by the pastor
and elders of each church, and there should be a minimum of seven church members per team. (NOTE: The
whole church does not need to be praying these kinds of prayers, but only those few members who wish to pray
monthly that God bring down His JUSTICE upon specific evil leaders.)
B. The pastor’s and elder’s and the church’s formal theological position about scripture must clearly be that the
Bible is God’s inspired, inerrant, and absolute Word to all mankind, and that they stand in agreement with The
ICBI Chicago Statement on Biblical Inerrancy (see COR website, reformation.net).
C. Members of each Prayer Team are to be listening to the Holy Spirit (throughout the month) to hear which evil,
destructive, God-hating “Destroyers of the earth” (see Rev. 11:18) they are to pray against for each month.
When they meet monthly for their Imprecatory Prayer Meeting, they are to first seek, by prayer and discussion,
to arrive at their own Consensus Wisdom (not necessarily their unanimous agreement), about which people
they should target that month for their Imprecatory Prayer. We highly recommend that they do not share this
monthly list of people with any except their pastor and elders, and that the actual list be kept very confidential
within that circle of local Christians.
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As these IPT teams increase in the U.S., pastors and team members from various churches may decide together
that God is leading them to “share notes of their prayer lists” with each other, but for that action we will wait to
see how God leads. Such lists should not be published or “make the news.”
D. Wiser and more experienced Imprecatory Prayer leaders than I have wisely suggested that when praying Imprecatory Prayers, we should structure such a prayer meeting as a “Church Court Trial,” (something like an excommunication of Matt. 18:15-20). In this arrangement, those on the prayer team are taking the part of the “prosecuting attorneys,” who bring stated “charges of crimes” against those “destroyers of the earth” as the “defendants” before God, “the Judge,” to protect their “plaintiffs” who have sustained personal and real DAMAGE from
the unjust, evil people who are positioned with the political, financial, and social POWER to greatly harm the
plaintiffs!
When I first heard of such a thing as Imprecatory Prayer in
the 1980’s, a famous theologian (whose name you would
know), suggested to Baptist Pastor Rev. Silivan in Nebraska that he and his deacons had a God-given right to
ask God to bring down His Judgment against both the tyrannical local sheriff and a certain judge who had padlocked their church and day school and threw them all
into the county jail for running a school that did not have
state approved teachers. There followed an amazing story
of how God powerfully and immediately brought God’s
judgment down upon these tyrants in a most miraculous
way, which made national news, and shocked most of us
Christians in America into believing that Imprecatory Prayer is just, is godly, and is consistent with many of the Psalms.
This theologian suggested Pastor Silivan and his deacons hold such a “Church Court Trial” in jail, which they indeed did.
Dear Christian leadership friends, in light of the fact that — by massive illegal voter fraud, manipulation of the voting
machines, and systematic deception and lies — a vast number of American voters were not allowed to get their votes
counted and evidence of voter fraud was not even allowed into any U.S. court to be honestly examined. But also, as a
result, the Marxist-inspired Democrat Party has engineered America into being a country which is now under communist-style occupation. And, of course, the socialist-minded Deep State elite totally deny all the mountains of evidence
that there was unthinkable voter fraud; and they pretend to wonder with amazement why we just can’t accept their
make-believe victory.
I call this a Historical Crisis about which courageous Christian leaders must step up to the plate and take serious, biblical
action such as establishing in every state, a team of Christians praying imprecatory prayers against those who obviously,
and with great arrogance, display their hatred and despising of the one true God, the Bible, Christians, the Founding Fathers, and our U.S. Constitution, and their disdain for truth, reality, facts, and history.
I believe Christian leaders in the United States have every right to appeal to the God who created the universe, and Who
spoke His Truth about all life inerrantly to mankind through the Bible. So I appeal to all of you who are Christian leaders,
pastors, elders, theologians, writers, etc. to email me that your own church is considering allowing some of its members
to form such an Imprecatory Prayer Team as I mention here. And please pass this letter on to godly, gutsy Christians you
know who are in an active, Bible-believing church for what they might be able to initiate among elders and deacons of
their own congregation.
For any of you who wish to explore Imprecatory Prayer seriously, upon your email request to JGrim1776@gmail.com, I
can send you an excellent 52-page booklet for free by my theologian friend Dr. Robert Fugate, which explains such
prayer and shows how all the Psalms with Imprecatory Prayers are quoted approvingly in the New Testament.
May God begin to unite His people in America and display His power to miraculously crush and overpower the forces of
darkness increasingly as we move further into this 21st Century.

Dr. Jay Grimstead

